Abstract. The number of information systems using adaptation rules is increasing quickly. These systems are usually focused on implement nice and complex functionality for adaptation of contents, links or presentation, so software engineering methodologies for the description of rules are required. In addition, the distributed service oriented Internet philosophy presents the challenge of combining different rules from independent Internet sources. Moreover, easy authoring, rule reuse and collaborative design should be enabled. This paper presents the AR (Adaptation Rules) model, a new software engineering model for the description of rules for adaptation. These rules can be composed as a set of smaller atomic, reusable, parametric, interchangeable and interoperable rules, with clear restrictions in their combinations. Our model enables the distribution of rules as well as rule reuse and collaboration among rule creators. We illustrate our approach with the application of this model to a hinting adaptive e-learning system that generates exercises with hints, which can be adapted based on defined rules. Advantages of the AR model are confirmed with an evaluation that has been done with teachers and learning analytics experts for adaptive e-learning.
Introduction
There is an important increase in the number of software applications that use adaptation capabilities: several applications personalize their contents based on the users' preferences, give specific product recommendations based on the users' profiles, or customize a portal depending on the source country of their visitors. One of these systems is described e.g. in [1] . Adaptive applications take advantage of the adaptation depending on the specific context or the users' needs to try to provide better services. This adaptation requires the selection of a set of resources for a specific situation (e.g. web contents, exercises, a color, a path to follow, etc.). The selection of these resources can be made with a set of rules.
Adaptation rules can be usually divided from a logical perspective into smaller parts of adaptation. It is also a fact that these smaller parts of adaptation are repeated in other composed rules in the application, as well as in other external applications. A reusable rule philosophy can also be enabled and increased with the current service oriented tendency on the Internet [2] [3] that allows to obtain an adaptation rule as the result of the composition of different smaller atomic rules that can be located in different services or/and applications through Internet. An analogy between the atomic parts and the letters in an alphabet can be established. The atomic rules can be reused and combined to form different adaptations as the letters of an alphabet can be combined to form different words. In this way, there is no need to code several times the same atomic rules, which implies a reduction of costs. In addition, other advantages are the simplification for the creation of larger rules, reusability, interoperability, or easier maintainability. The adaptation rules are rules that can perform adaptation and produce adaptive systems, but this is a different term from adaptive rules which would imply that the own rules can change themselves during the time.
Therefore, a lot of advantages can be obtained if a proper software engineering model is applied for the description of these adaptation rules. The existing software and web engineering methodologies do not go into deep detail for the description of adaptation rules and they do not discuss about their atomicity, reusability or restrictions.
As a result, the benefits of traditional software engineering are not obtained for this aspect, adaptation modules are usually a single-one piece whose parts cannot be combined and reused as services with other systems, and system rules must be designed each time for each information system. Different works outline the challenges of supporting different adaptation components to work together [4] or to make flexible and extendable adaptation systems [5] [6] . Moreover, Aroyo, and Dicheva [7] described two main challenges of semantic web in education where adaptive applications are important: achieving interoperability among different educational systems, and automation of the authoring process. Specifically, Karampiperis, and Sampson [8] cited the following problems in the design of rules: inconsistency, confluency, and insufficiency.
The main contribution of this work is to present a new software engineering model, the Adaptation Rule (AR) model for the description of adaptation rules in a service oriented environment that solves the previous issues, and its application to a hinting adaptive e-learning system. This new model has a strong focus on rules and enables the typical advantages of software engineering. In addition, the model enables the definition of atomic rules and the combination and reuse of atomic rules from different sources according to restrictions.
The AR model provides a solution for several rule components working together that are flexible and extensible through the Web in line with the commented challenges previously cited in [4-5-6] and overcoming the rule design issues cited in [8] .
In addition, our proposed rule model approach can also help in both challenges presented in [7] . On one hand, the model enables interoperability at the low level of rules. On the other hand, the model can help in the authoring process, filling in a set of patterns for the description of rules. Moreover, the model facilitates the collaboration among different rule designers and creators, enabling a common way for the interchange of descriptions of rules. Nevertheless, the final codification in a rule language must be done by programmers or a translator. Section 2 is devoted to the related work. The proposed model and its advantages are explained in section 3. Section 4 presents a case study for a hinting adaptive e-learning system driven by semantic web technologies where the model is applied. An implementation in Notation 3 (N3), which is a language for describing semantic annotations and rules, of some atomic rules is shown, as well as the composition of a larger rule for the adaptation of hints. In addition, there is an evaluation of the advantages of the AR model with teachers and learning analytics experts for the elearning area. Section 5 relates our approach with other works. Finally, section 6 summarizes our conclusions.
2.
Related Work
Software and Web Engineering for Rule Models
Different software engineering methodologies exist that describe software programs in a formal way. These methodologies include adaptation algorithms such as [9] or [10] , but they are not specific for rules for adaptation. Nevertheless, these methodologies can be applied for any possible algorithm, not being optimized for adaptation rules. Moreover, they do not take into account issues such as the distributed oriented Internet tendency. The works [11] and [12] present generic models for different software adaptive applications but from a more generic point of view and without focusing on specific rules. In this way, in [11] the target is complex e-business systems that are adaptive and propose the PCBMER architecture that divides a system in six layers that can give services to higher layers and consume services from lower ones. There are components for each layer, but there is not a specific engineering of rules. In [12] , the target is to propose a software engineering method for the development of Web applications in Content Management Systems (CMSs). For this purpose, two new modeling languages are proposed which are for general web applications, but there is not detail of the modeling of rules.
Some works propose solutions for helping in the development of software agents in distributed environments, such as in [13] . The work in [13] proposes a new Domain Specific Language (DSL) for semantic web technologies, but the focus is not on rules.
Moreover, Wang [14] presents an initial rule model for self-adaptive software. There are many differences with respect to the work presented here. First, the rule model in [14] is based on events and on the "if/then" construction, while we present a model based on discarding different options from the initial possibilities. Second, the rule model in [14] is intended for self-adaptive software, that is, for software that can change over time, while our model is for adapting application resources, but the code is not selfadaptive. In addition, the model in [14] is not oriented to having a couple of rule properties, which are defined in this work.
There are general approaches for modeling different web applications that fit better depending on the purpose of the web application. In this way, WebML (Web Modeling language) [15] is intended for web applications with an intensive use of data, WSDM (Web Semantic Design Method) [16] is more user oriented, OOHDM (Object Oriented Hypermedia Design Method) [17] and UWE (UML based Web Engineering) [18] are more abstract methods which can be used in more general web applications, and OO-H (Object Oriented Hypermedia method) [19] is used for web applications with different interfaces. These methods allow the description of web applications, and specifically for adaptation using UML or extensions of UML. Nevertheless, they do not focus on the rules, their reuse, compositionality or atomicity.
Adaptation in Educational Information Systems
As our case study is about a specific adaptive educational system, this section is devoted to adaptation in educational information systems. Adaptive hypermedia systems combine hypermedia techniques with user modeling [20] . Adaptive techniques for hypermedia systems were presented in [21] , dividing the possible adaptations in two groups: adaptive presentation (the contents to present are adapted) and adaptive navigation (the different links to follow are adapted). Adaptation criteria usually follow some pedagogical guidelines, or specific empirical studies. Studies such as [22] permits to adapt based on the idea that exploratory students learn better in an open environment or [23] that suggest the positive effect of the adaptation of hinting techniques. Several adaptation systems for courseware contents have been implemented such as the described in [8] and [24] .
Our proposed model is applied as a case study for an adaptive hypermedia system that generates hints in e-learning using Semantic Web techniques. The provision of hints is a successful strategy (e.g. [25] , [26] ) in which a tutor helps the student to solve an exercise. Some examples of such hinting systems are described in [27] or [28] . Specifically, several systems provide personalized hints adapted to users using techniques different from the semantic web such as Bayesian Networks student models [29] , [30] , or the Item Response Theory [31] .
Systems for adaptation can be built using semantic web technologies using this reasoning capability that is based on the definition of rules. The semantic web technologies can also take advantage of the distributed service oriented tendency of applications that allows taking data from different sources on the Internet.
Educational ontologies have been defined to describe course topics [32] , or ontology mappings [33] . There is a project with a repository of educational ontologies [34] . In addition, some ontologies are taken from e-learning standards for the description of educational resources, such as Dublin Core [35] , IEEE-LOM [36] (Learning Object Metadata) or IEEE PAPI (Public and Private Information) [37] . Relationships among other e-learning standards and the semantic web have been studied, such as for SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) [38] , or IMS-LD (Learning Design) [39] , [40] . Both of these specifications cover different issues but not hints in assessments.
A review of semantic web in education and specific adaptation applications can be seen in [41] . Mizoguchi, and Bourdeau [42] exposed how to use ontological engineering in order to address Artificial Intelligence in Education. Some works show the creation of resources and rules for adaptive learning, using semantic web techniques such as Henze, Dolog, and Nejdl [43] which explains adaptation for different issues of contents, Cheniti-Belcadhi, Henze, and Braham [44] for assessments, Vassileva, and Bontchev [6] for selecting a student learning path or Jovanovic et al. [45] for generating feedback.
There are also other educational systems that use rules for adaptation purposes but do not use semantic web techniques. APELS (Adaptive and Personalized E-learning System) [46] calculates the best learning path based on a quality of service measure based on the idea of the learning curve of students, [47] for the adaptation of contents or [5] for the adaptation of different HTML tags for web pages based on rules.
A Model for the Description of Adaptation Rules
The proposed model establishes that an adaptive software application has to choose one or more specific resources in a specific moment (e.g. a complete Web page to present to a user). The selection might depend on many different factors such as the user preferences or her context. A resource is anything that can be selected by the software application. Each resource is represented as R k . Let be S the space that represents all the possible resources which can be selected for the adaptation software in a moment (e.g. all the possibilities of Web pages that can be generated). Each Res k S, can be modeled as the union of different aspects which can be adapted (e.g. a web page can be the union of its content, presentation, possible user interactions and links to Web pages). These adaptation aspects can have other different sub-aspects (e.g. the links can be external or internal, or the presentation can be divided into color, font, etc.) and so on in a hierarchical relationship, forming a tree. This tree is a graphical representation of all the adaptation aspects which influence the process.
Let's consider that each adaptation aspect is a node. There will be some leaf nodes of the tree that cannot be further divided into other aspects. These indivisible final leaf nodes are specific adaptation variables. Let be x i one of these variables. An adaptation variable can be of the following different types:  Numerical. It might be integer, float, etc. A specific example can be the amount of penalties on the scoring for a specific exercise for a student (e.g from 0 to 10).  String. An example can be some adaptive text to show to each student as feedback.  Categorical. An example is a set of web page contents which can be selected.  Ordinal. An example is 3 different grades for students (bad, average, good).  Vector. An example is a set combination of whatever of the previous variable types.
Each R k is represented as the combination of all its values for its adaptation variables x i . The value of each x i can also be a special one to denote that does not exist for a resource. The following vector represents whichever R k  S:
The different aspects for the same hierarchical level must be disjunctive, so an adaptation aspect must not include anything of another one. But there can be one type of dependency among one aspect and other aspects (e.g. it is necessary to know the number of required exercises to show to the student before selecting these exercises). This dependency will be also traversed to the specific aspects of each branch until the leaf nodes denoted by variables x i . Therefore, a variable x i can depend on others for obtaining its value. For each x i a dependency function must be defined as:
The value of x i can only be obtained when the variables that depend on it have received some value. Therefore, this model requires that there is a safe sequence of variables so that the adaptation engines can be executed in this order so that each variable can obtain a value because its dependencies have been previously solved (similar concept as safe state for processes in operating systems for deadlock problems in inter process communication). These dependencies will be reflected later in the model for the description of each rule associated to a xi, as "required inputs" as well as the specific dependency description.
For each indivisible adaptation aspect represented by the variable x i , there are a set of specific associated rules (e.g. for determining the next web page content to show to a student, there can be a rule for filtering web page contents that were already visited by this student, another one for filtering web page contents that cover concepts the student already master, or another one for taking web page contents depending on if the student is exploratory or non-exploratory).
Let be R m a rule of our model related to a x i variable. A rule can be defined such as a processing block that receives (e.g. from a file) the information with the possible candidate options (PO i ) to select for that variable x i (in general a subset of all the possibilities for x i ) and other dependent adaptation variables (x j ) or/and parameter values (p j ) (e.g. student preferences or probabilities); and returns the possible values (SO i ) to select for x i and other output parameters (gp i ) that can be used in other rules. A rule is represented in figure 1 .
A rule can be expressed as a function in the following way:
Fig. 1. A graphical representation of a rule of the model
PO i and SO i can be given in different formats which also depend on the type of variable. For example, as candidate or discarded options: expressing that are equal or different to a set of values, in specific intervals, greater or less than some values.
Let be I the set of all possible input parameters of a rule without taking into account PO i . A rule of the model must follow the following property:
This property sets that a rule must have at least some input combination for which the application of the rule makes to change some of the selected options with respect to the initial possible options for x i . Therefore, the concept of rule in our model is associated to have some effect on the possible selected values of a specific aspect to adapt.
Types of Combination of Rules
The rules of the model can be combined to form new composed rules with the following types of combinations ( fig. 2 ): sequence, union, parallel and condition.
Sequence Combination. In the sequence combination, the possible options to select are firstly filtered by the first rule and next by the second rule, among the candidates that were the output of the first rule ( fig. 2, a ). An example of sequence combination for the selection of a hint exercise (categorical variable) is the following:  Rule 1: The hint exercises that are selected are such exercises that cover at least some concept which is also covered by the root exercise.  Rule 2: The hint exercises that are selected are the ones which estimated difficulty level by the teacher is closer to the student knowledge level in such concept. A sequence combination can be represented as: Let be inputs i the inputs of the correspondent rule (previously calculated adaptation variables required plus necessary parameters). The sequence combination can be established between rules for the same adaptation variable x i but it can also be applied between rules that decide on different adaptation variables. In the later case, each rule filters on a different final aspect.
Union Combination. A union among N rules denotes that the selected options of the obtained rule are the union of the selected options by each rule independently ( fig. 2, b ). An example of a union with two rules for the selection of the next web page is:  Rule 1: The next web page contents that are selected are the ones that a user has not already seen.  Rule 2: The next web page contents that are selected are the ones for which the user has a strong probability to buy some product.
The resulting rule will give web page contents which have not been selected plus the web pages with high probability of the user to buy something.
A union combination from R 1 to R N can be represented as: fig. 2, c ). An example of this combination can be for deciding the background color of a web page, and the following rules can be used for the decision:  Rule 1: According to the user color preferences.  Rule 2: According to the device a user is accessing to.  Rule 3: According to the company preferences.
There are many different types of parallel combinations. Indeed, the previous union can be seen as a subtype of it, but for its importance was presented independently. In any case, the semantics of each PC should be provided. An example is the linear combination for obtaining a number or an ordinal variable. N rules might select a number each one (r t ), and generate the strength of the decision (strenght t ) as a parameter (a number from 0 to 1). Some coefficients (w t ) can denote the importance of each rule criterion for the decision. The number is obtained in the PC with the following formula. PC = ∑ r t w t strength t for t from 1 to N (
A specific example of the linear combination can be for calculating the amount of penalties for each incorrect attempt for a student in an exercise. This can take into account the teachers' difficulty criterion for that question (rule 1), the users' preferences (rule 2) and the previous students' interactions with the system (rule 3).
Finally, the conditional combination provides several paths to choose. The decision about which path to choose will be based on the output selected values of the associated rules and their generated parameters and/or other external parameters. Fig. 2, d shows an example of a conditional combination. An example can be that depending on a rule that decides if a user is going to see a web page content or a survey, the next rule paths will be different, e.g. for the survey, the different question resources should be selected.
Conditional Combination. This combination can be seen as an if/else structure that can check a lot of variable values in order to select the next path of rules to execute.
Atomic
Rules. An important concept of the model is atomic rules. A rule R i is said to be the same of another R j if and only if:
A rule is said to be atomic if that rule cannot be formed as the combination of two or more rules using any of the combinations, being the resulting rule the same as the original rule. Each atomic rule must be described with a textual notation containing:  Code: This is a unique rule identifier that must reflect the adaptation issue that this variable can influence in, according to the hierarchy of the adaptation aspects.  Description: It must clearly describe their purpose.  Parameters: All the possible input rule parameters (p j ) must be enumerated and described. They can be e.g. certain probability, or user model features.  Parallel combination restrictions: For each different type of parallel combination in which this rule can be used, all the possible rules which can be combined.  Required sequence inputs: The rules which must be applied in a sequence relationship branch before, as well as the output values restrictions that must have the previous rules that have to be applied previously. Here, it must reflect the dependency of this adaptation variable with respect to other variables since
, but also other possible additional dependencies that are imposed by the rule.  Output sequence: The rules that can be after this rule in a sequence relationship.
Advantages of the Proposed Model and Properties of the rules
Next, there is a description of the advantages of the proposed model. Several of them imply a solution to challenges commented in previous works (see the Introduction section). These advantages are based on certain properties of the proposed rule model.
Enables several adaptation rule components working together in a distributed
manner. An atomic rule (defined in subsection 3.1) can be seen as an adaptation component. The atomic rules can be combined to form and compose larger rules with the presented four types of combinations (subsection 3.1). Our model enables this compositionality by defining the ways of combining the different rules with the four proposed combinations and the definitions of rules as well as the way to define possible restrictions in these combinations (subsection 3.1). Atomic rules from different sources (e.g. different machines in the Internet) can be combined in a distributed way with the presented rule combinations of the model (sequence, union, parallel combination, and conditional). From a technical point of view, a web service architecture would be needed so that different procedures can be invoked from other machines. An atomic rule to be executed in a machine should have available some inputs that are the outputs of other rules (selected options plus generated parameters). The exchange of this information (of selected options plus generated parameters) from one system to another can be done in many different ways and data formats. Although this information exchange is outside of the scope of our proposed rule model, we illustrate a specific possible solution. For example, using semantic web techniques, an atomic rule can receive the inputs from different files in RDF or N3 format. The outputs can also be generated e.g. in RDF or N3. Reasoners in different machines can understand these types of files, even if reasoners are different or are implemented in different programming languages as they work with standardized files.
As an example, an input file or output file for any rules in our hinting e-learning adaptive system is the following in N3, describing all the different candidate options for a categorical variable (the resources to adapt are the hint exercises to present to a student) that can be selected (x i in the general notation of the model) which are exercises in this case (from h1 to hn) that can be candidates to be a hint of a specific exercise (e1) and which of these candidate options have been previously discarded in just the previous rule. It can be the case (e.g. when applying the first rule) that there are not any discarded hints previously so the :discardedhint indicator would not be present:
:e1
:candidatehint :h1 :h2, ... :hn . :discardedhint :h2 ... :hi In addition, the input parameters (p i in the general notation of the model) might also be passed as input files if required by the rule. We can see two examples of these input files in our hinting adaptive e-learning system in subsection 4.1 for describing users and exercises. There should be an agreement on how to pass the information in an interoperable and reusable way, and this is an orthogonal aspect with respect to our model, since our model focuses on behavior interoperability, and this is a data compatibility issue. For example, an agreement can be done so that all parameters follow different data interoperability standards such as IEEE-PAPI for the description of learner model features, Dublin Core or IEEE-LOM for the description of contents.
All atomic rules should be prepared to interpret the input files with the candidate options and the discarded options generated by other atomic rules as output files. This way, they can be interchangeable if restrictions are fulfilled because the rules will operate over the same input files with the candidate and discarded options, no matter of the previous rules that were applied. For example, in our hinting e-learning adaptive system case study, all the atomic rules have a first part that is the following: This part of any rules sets that an exercise has as possible hints the ones that are candidate but had not been discarded. This is marked as p:possiblehint for the following parts of the rule. This initial part is common to all the atomic rules in order to guarantee that a rule can be combined with others in the sequence relationship.
An example of execution of a rule (Rule.n3) with the CWM reasoner with parameters of the annotations of the exercises (AllExercises.n3) which are automatically searched and retrieved from a directory and the output of the execution of another atomic rule (conclusions2.n3) is the following:
cwm AllExercises.n3 conclusions2.n3 Rule.n3 -thinkfilter="Filter1.n3" > conclusions3.n3
The annotated data from the exercises (AllExercises.n3) are taken as parameters of this rule (other rules have also e.g. as input parameters the users annotations according to the learner model), and CWM reasons over these data (option --think) according to the written rule (Rules.n3). The results are obtained into the conclusions3.n3 file. The option --filter is in order to obtain a conclusions3.n3 file with only the information filtered by the rules in Filter1.n3. This is to obtain only conclusions that we desire (in this case the candidate hints and discarded hints for the root exercise). This filter assures that the output file only contains the candidate and discarded hints as it is expected by the input of atomic rules. The Filter1.n3 file is the following: @forAll p:problem, p:hint.
{ p:problem p:candidatehint p:hint } log:implies { p:problem p:candidatehint p:hint }. { p:problem p:discardedhint p:hint } log:implies { p:problem p:discardedhint p:hint }.
Regarding the union type of combination, the same data format of candidate and discarded hints enables it in an easy way. The atomic rules of the union can be executed independently and the final output files of each one would be files with the candidate and discarded hints. A new execution of CWM would be required receiving as input all the output files of the rules of the union. This CWM execution would give as output result the union of candidate hints and as discarded hints just the ones that are discarded by all the rules in the union. Finally, the conditional relationship is straightforward and might be taken with any code that evaluate a condition based on the information of an RDF or N3 file and depending on the result invoking the CWM reasoner in one way or another to apply different rules.
Since all of this required information for a rule to be executed can be done according to agreed ontologies, and that all of this can be written in files in RDF (there are automatic translators from N3 to RDF and the another way), then all adaptation reasoners (with independence of if it is CWM, Pellet, Drools, etc.) can read these RDF files with established data according to ontologies. Therefore, interoperability and reuse are enabled and rules in different machines of Internet can be executed for forming a higher level rule. In this way, rules can be created in a distributed way in Internet and combined from different sources. The final element in charge of the presentation would receive a final RDF file with the selected options as a result of the processing in different sources.
This compositionality implies a lot of advantages such as not having to repeat code as atomic rules can be reused in different cases, distributed programming or specialized code.
Improvements in authoring, reuse, completeness, collaboration and maintainance. Usually, key stakeholders (like teachers or learning analytics experts in adaptive elearning applications) cannot contribute actively in the design and authoring of the adaptation rules, because it is too difficult for them to describe the rules. Our model enables a way of describing rules with graphs and natural language textual notations so that these type of stakeholders can easily contribute in the authoring process. The authoring process for applying our model consists on the following phases:
1) Determination of the general adaptation resource and composition of a tree with all the different adaptation aspects and the leaf nodes of adaptation. For each aspect that can be divided into other adaptation aspects, a graphical diagram might be provided.
2) For each leaf node, determination of the type of variable that represents such leaf node and its possible range of values. A textual representation of it is required.
3) Identification of all the atomic rules for each leaf node with their textual descriptions.
4) Graphical description of higher level usual rules as the composition of atomic rules using the four different explained relationships.
5) Implementation of all the atomic rules using some semantic web rule language (e.g. N3), programming language, etc.
Stakeholders who have a strong background for the description of semantics of adaptation (e.g. teachers might have a strong knowledge about how to apply pedagogical strategies to adapt resources to students) can be in charge of making all of these phases of this model with the exception of phase 5 that implies programming skills, which would be done by software experts.
Our model enables the integration of key stakeholders in the authoring process. Therefore, applications can take advantage of the strong knowledge of these stakeholders on the design of rules, using their valuable knowledge about best practices for adaptation. Without a model, this would be very difficult since key stakeholders will not have a way to describe rules in a convenient and easy way and cannot give their results to other experts in a standardized way.
This improvement of the authoring process driven by the model implies other set of related advantages: -Collaborative creation. Different rule designers and creators (e.g. teachers) can interchange their models in a standard way which is understandable by all, so it promotes the collaboration in the creation of rules. -Reuse. Existing public rule descriptions, or which are accessible with the description of the model, can be reused by other designers or improved in a moment.
Other advantages related to the authoring process are the improvement about the completeness and maintenance of the possible rules. The improvement in completeness and maintenance are derived directly by the property of atomicity. Designers must decide the aspects and atomic rules in a way that they cannot be divided into smaller chunks with the four types of defined combinations. As each atomic rule specifies its own combination restrictions with others, then a designer has only to focus on each atomic rule and their possible combinations with others, but not on the many global rule possibilities (composed by several chunks) which can make to forget some of the possibilities and not being complete or making more difficult the maintenance.
In any case, all of these advantages related to the authoring process are based on an analytic reasoning so far. Nevertheless, they should be confirmed by the opinion of authoring creators for not being just hypotheses based on reasonings. In this direction, an evaluation with teachers and learning analytics experts is presented in section 4.5. This evaluation confirms these advantages in the field of e-learning adaptive systems.
Case Study: Hinting Adaptive E-learning System
This section presents a case study of how the proposed model can be applied for a specific adaptive hinting adaptive e-learning system. This system provides learners with exercises which must be solved. The main objective of this system is that students can learn while solving exercises and if students are stuck, the system can help them giving different types of hints. These exercises can have related adaptive hints to help students in their learning process. These hints can depend e.g. on the student profiles, the subject topics or the course materials. Hints can be text but also other exercises.
Overview of the hinting adaptive e-learning system
A general architecture for combining semantic web techniques with Intelligent Tutoring Systems was proposed and a specific implementation of this architecture for adaptive hints was described [48] . Fig. 3 shows this architecture, where the graph has been adapted from [48] for a better understanding of this case study. The learner model provides information about the learner knowledge level in each of the different course topics. The IEEE-PAPI specification is used for describing it. Next, there is an example for describing the students' knowledge level for the errorCode and closeRemoveSem course topics of Interprocess communication. The following description states that the student has a performance level of 0 in the errorCode concept, while a 9 in the closeRemoveSem concept.
le:errorCodeU1 a papi:Performance. le :closeRemoveSemU1 a papi:Performance. :U1 papi:hasPerformance le:errorCodeU1. :U1 papi:hasPerformance le:closeRemoveSemU1. le:errorCodeU1 papi:learning_competency ipc:errorCode. le:errorCodeU1 papi:performance_value "0". le:closeRemoveSemU1 papi:learning_competency ipc:closeRemoveSem; papi:performance_value "9".
Fig. 3. .Specific architecture of the hinting adaptive e-learning system
The learner model is used to make decisions about the different hints to generate for different learners. In addition, there are other information that is used for the adaptation and personalization: course topics, and information about exercises and hints.
The concepts involved in each specific course topic and their relationships must be described. Fig. 4 shows the concepts involved in a Semaphore Inter Process Communication (IPC) lab and the hierarchical structure relationships between them. It shows the different parts in which each concept is divided. Each part is another concept that can be again divided in other concepts and so on.
Fig. 4. Lab IPC concepts and relationships
An N3 annotation file describes this diagram of Fig. 4 . Each circle represents an IPC concept and this is expressed as e.g. :semget a :IPCConcept. An arrow denotes that some concept has as part another one and this is expressed using the dc:hasPart property from the Dublin Core, e.g. :Functions dc:hasPart :semget. It is possible to use ontologies and annotations of concepts which describe richer types of relationships among them, as e.g. in [32] .The exercises and hints are annotated with the correspondent information which is used for the adaptation. Next, there is an example of exercise annotation: p:P1 a p:Problem. p:P1 dc:subject ipc:errorCode, ipc:closeRemovesem. p:P1 p:mayberoot 1; p:maybehint 0. p:P1 p:difficulty "8".
Fig. 5. Different phases of a user interaction with an exercise in our e-learning hinting system
The dc:subject property from the Dublin Core vocabulary is used, while the rest of properties (beginning with prefix p, which denotes our own namespace) are of our own creation. The dc:subject sets the different IPC concepts that the exercise covers; p:mayberoot at 1 indicates that the exercise can be a root exercise while p:maybehint at 0 indicates that the exercise cannot be a hint of another exercise; p:difficulty can take a value among the range [0,10] and it is the estimated difficulty of the exercise by a teacher (the difficulty property of IEEE LOM standard was not taken because it has only a predefined value space). All of these properties are annotated at the beginning and they do not change during the process. Fig. 5 shows a student interaction with the system in three different phases:  Fig. 5, a: A student accesses a URL with a given exercise (root exercise) about the FAT file system (exercise Pa), that can try to solve pressing the "Check" button. The student can see that the maximum scoring is 10. In addition, the student is advised that each incorrect attempt will have a penalty of 3 points.  Fig. 5, b: The student selects the "+" button to request for a hint and some metainformation is generated saying that one hint is about adding a file and another about erasing a file. In addition, the student is advised that she can only select 1 out of the 2 hints, but she will not have any penalties for it.  Fig. 5 , c: The student presses one of the "+" buttons to select one of the hints and then a new exercise (hint exercise) about erasing files is shown (exercise Pb). This new exercise is a hint with respect to the initial exercise. Fig. 5 illustrates the interaction of a student with an exercise, while fig. 6 illustrates how each of the four users receives a different hint depending on the adaptation rule. 
Adaptation Aspects
Three high level aspects to adapt for the hinting computer based system are:  Contents and types of hints (category R1). The adaptation of the hint contents has a strong pedagogical support, e.g. with cognitive educational theories. It is recommended that a student receives a personalized content as help, in a way that the difficulty of that content should be according to their knowledge level, or a student should receive content according to the way she learns.  Hinting strategies (category R2). The different hinting strategies to be selected are the following which define new sub-aspects: penalties for viewing hints or without penalties (R2.1); hints directly available or not (R2.2); rewards, penalties or no effect on the scoring for hint resolution (R2.3); and the limitation in the maximum number of hints to select (R2.4). Each of these four aspects cannot be divided more so they are adaptation variables (three of them categorical and one numerical). The reason under adapting the hinting techniques relies on increasing students learning gains in some situations as analyzed in [23] .  Penalties for each incorrect attempt (category R3). This aspect includes the adaptation of the number of penalty points for each incorrect attempt for a specific exercise. This aspect is a numerical adaptation variable. Reasons on using this feature are mainly two: on one hand to try to avoid the "try abuse" effect studied in the literature (a student that like to make a lot of attempts in an exercise even if she does not know the answer); on the other hand, an assessment system must evaluate in a fair way, and penalties should be applied to detect the exact knowledge.
There are four different sub-aspects to adapt for the contents category:  Type of hint (R1.1). It is a leaf aspect, so an adaptation variable and is represented as a categorical variable with 2 possible values: sequence or group. The sequence type enables that the correct ordered structure of exercises can benefit the learning process. The group type enables a student to decide among different hint options according to active learning theories, based on some texts or meta-informations.  Group parameters (R.1.2). Depends on the type of hint being a group, and is composed by 2 sub-aspects: text for meta-information and for the global text.  Number of hints to show (R1.3). It is a leaf aspect and can be represented as an integer adaptation variable. The pedagogical reason under it is that depending on the student profile she can need more or less help in different concepts.  Selection of hint problems (R1.4). Sets the specific exercise contents that will be selected as hints related to a specific root exercise. It is a categorical adaptation variable. There is a dependency of this adaptation variable with respect to R1.3, because it is necessary to know first the number of hint exercise to have. The system should select the hint exercises in a way to improve students' learning process (e.g. according to their knowledge level in the different topics). Next, an example atomic rule is represented textually out of the more than 20 atomic rules which have been designed for the different aspects. The rule code 1.4.7 represents that this rule belongs to the aspect of contents and types of hints (number 1), selection of hint problems (number 4), and finally the last number is to identify univocally the rule (number 7). The aspect 1.4 is a leaf node of the tree, and it can be represented as a categorical variable with all the possible options of hint problems. But finally, there is a final number to identify all the possible rules that can be applied to the aspect 1.4.
Code: R.1.4.7
Description: Select for each concept where a student requires hints, such hint exercises which difficulty level according to the system data of the students' interactions is closer to the student knowledge level in such concept Parametric: Yes, the concept to be selected, and the number of required exercises, and all the selected parameters of the system to determine the problem difficulty Linear combination: Yes, with R.1.4.6
Required sequence inputs: None Possible sequence outputs: Any
Codified Adaptation Example with N3
A global adaptation rule example is shown in fig. 7 and combines several atomic rules. Each time that a user requests an exercise, this rule is applied. Our example rule in natural language is as follows, and tries to select the hints materials.
Example of Rule Definition: "A requested root exercise will have as hint a sequence of hint exercises. For each course concept covered by the requested initial root exercise in which the student has a lack (student's knowledge level less than a threshold in that concept), an initial exercise will be assigned as hint for such concept. This assigned exercise must be annotated such as that may be hint, the exercise must cover such concept but it must not cover other new concepts that are not present in the initial requested root exercise. In addition, the difference between the teacher's estimated difficulty of the exercise and the student's knowledge level in that concept must be the least between all the possible hint exercises that fulfill the other criterions. Finally, the resulted hint is a sequence of the combination of the different assigned hint exercises for each concept in which the student has a lack" Next, there is an implementation in N3 of the different atomic rules involved in the larger rule of fig. 7 . The output of the execution of each rule by the CWM reasoner is a file with information that can be used as input by other rules. If there is a hint that covers a specific concept (i.e. :hint dc:subject :concept1), which is also covered by the initial exercise (i.e. :problem dc:subject :concept1), then this hint exercise is a candidate to be a related hint of the initial exercise, based on concept similarity. These problems that are not according to this property, will not be hint candidates.
The CWM lines reasoned executions are omitted here, but one example was given in subsection 3.2. In this case, the annotations about the different problems should be included for the CWM reasoner, because we need to know which concepts will be covered by each problem. In addition, the annotations about the different IPC concepts should be included.
Rule 1.4.5: Remove as Hints such Exercises that Have some Concept that is not
Covered in the Root Exercise. As a hint exercise can cover some concept (i.e. :hint dc:subject :concept2) which is also covered in the root exercise, but also some concept that is not covered in the root exercise (:t log:notIncludes {:problem dc:subject :concept2}), then it is possible to discard such types of exercises: @forAll :concept2, :t. { :problem p:possiblehint :hint . :concept2 a ipc:IPCConcept . :hint dc:subject :concept2 . <file:ProblemsUnion.n3> log:semantics :t.
:t log:notIncludes {:problem dc:subject :concept2}.}:a1 math:absoluteValue :b1. :a2 math:absoluteValue :b2. :b2 math:lessThan :b1.} log:implies { :problem p:discardedhint :hint1.}. Rule 1.1.1: Selection of a Hint as of Sequence Type. For this rule, there is no need to make any reasoning, because implies the automatic selection of the type of hint to use, that will be a sequence one.
Generalization to other Adaptive E-learning systems
Our rule model cannot only be applied for hinting adaptive systems but for other elearning systems with other functionality and aspects to adapt. We have done an analysis of adaptive e-learning systems that follow the IMS-QTI (Question and Test Interoperability) specification and the IMS-LD (Learning Design) specification and we have concluded that our rule model can be applied to any system that follow IMS-QTI and a wide spectrum covering IMS-LD. This paper does not include all the details of these analyses because of space constraints but give some indications. For example, the IMS-QTI and IMS-LD specifications enables the use of an undefined number of nested if/else structures to define different adaptation conditions. The output variables of an if/else might not include the specific aspects for adaptation, but they might be e.g. intermediary variable calculations. In that case, this does not suit as a rule in our model because some change of the aspect to adapt should be included. But if that single if/else is combined with other if/else that might involve a change on the variable to adapt, then this can suit to our definition of rule. In addition, a single if/else can change different outcome variables (that would be adaptation variables in our model), but according to our model an atomic rule must only focus on one adaptation variable. Therefore, one atomic rule of our model might be composed by several single if/else, and one single if/else might result in several atomic rules in our model, but also a single if/else might be an atomic rule. An atomic rule is the minimum unit that enables some filter of options for a specific adaptation variable, while a single if/else can change different adaptation variables or might not involve the change for the adaptation variable but being an intermediary step. More advantages from our model can be obtained if there are a lot of atomic parts in which the if/else constructions can be divided. But in any case, it is always possible to map an if/else structure to our model (the worst case is that all the if/else constructions would be mapped into only one rule for each of the adaptation variables).
This analysis reveals that the AR model cannot only be applied to the hinting adaptive e-learning system, but it can also be applied to other very generic e-learning systems that follow the IMS-QTI and IMS-LD specifications. The theoretical analysis reveals the possibility of its application and the definition of the rules would follow similar patterns as in the case study. Doing a similar theoretical analysis, the AR model could be applied to other adaptive non e-learning systems, such as those whose use similar if/else constructions for the adaptation of non-learning resources.
Evaluation with teachers and learning analytics experts
In order to check several of our hypotheses about the advantages of our AR model for the e-learning area, we made an evaluation with teachers and learning analytics experts.
In Results show that teachers and learning analytics experts think that the authoring process is easy with our proposed AR model: for the understanding of the descriptions (questions 1 and 2) as well as for the own creation of the graphs and texts of the model (question 3). In addition, teachers and learning analytics experts think that our proposed AR model helps for completeness (question 4), collaborative authoring (question 5), rule reuse (question 6) and maintenance (question 7). Confidence intervals at 95% are provided for each one of the survey questions in table 1, as well as the mean. Looking at the worst case of the low value of the limit of the confidence intervals for each question (to discard conclusions by chance), we can see that the evaluation of each aspect/question of the model is positive even at the worst case.
In addition, most participants agree that the model implies a set of advantages with respect to their traditional way of codifying rules (question 8). Participants were all questioned about the method they use for codifying the rules and all of them answered either they do not follow any software methodology for the codification of rules or they use some UML diagram like flow diagrams.
The provided evaluation with teachers and learning analytics experts is restricted to e-learning systems, which is a very important research area. The evaluation of the model in other applications (e.g. recommendation of services or customization of portals) with experts related to these other applications would be a nice future work direction. In any case, this provided evaluation can give useful insights for some specific issues of other areas due to its similarities. For example, the recommendation of services might be based on the cultural level (which might be analogous to a student's grade), the user preferences (which might be similar to the student's profile) or the user previous actions on accesses to similar pages (which might be similar to students' interactions with educational contents).
This work has evaluated the AR model with teachers and learning analytics experts since the model is focused on the authoring process and these are the key stakeholders for the creation and design of the rules. The students have not been involved in the evaluation because the main focus of the paper is on validating the AR authoring model but not to evaluate the generated system itself or the quality of the rules. We assume that rule designers and creators already know whether these proposed adaptation rules are good and the rules they want to propose. However, the students or users of the system might give some feedback about the adaptation rules that can imply a redesign of them. In addition, real experiences with students might give conclusions about which adaptation rules are more suitable e.g. for improving students' learning gains. But this would be an interesting future work with a different focus of the research based on which are the semantics of the best rules instead of how to improve the process of creation of rules once the designers know which are these rules. Indeed, in previous work [23] , we analyze the real data of the hinting system with students in different experiences in order to extract conclusions about the type of adaptation rules that might be useful and might work well for students, taking into account their learning gains.
Another interesting future work involving evaluation with students would be to test the maintainability of the defined rule model. Experiences with real students might bring redefinition of the rules during the time based on students' feedback and students' results with the system. Monitoring of creators and designers during this process would be able to give insights about the maintainability of the authoring process and compare it with other methodologies.
Finally, it is interesting to note that evaluation of authoring models with experts and teachers is a widespread technique in e-learning. In this direction, evaluation of patterns for the authoring of learning design scripts have been evaluated with three teachers [51] or a tool for making better use of the European qualifications framework (EFQ) has been evaluated with 20 teachers [52] . In this case, the evaluation is about the authoring of adaption rules.
Relationship of our Approach with other Works
The presented adaptive hypermedia systems in the related work neither do not focus on the rules design or they do not implement any software engineering methodologies for the description of such rules. On the contrary, our work shows a new methodology of software engineering for the description and modeling of rules in a service oriented environment, but some of the commented works presented little steps in the direction of our model. The philosophy of first selecting all the possible candidate resources was also introduced in [8] , the distinction among different independent aspects of adaptation was done e.g. in [7] and [8] , or the semantics of a particular combination of rules to join different decisions is provided in [47] . From the software and web engineering area, we have already presented different approaches (in the related work section) which can target applications for adaptation. These other software and web engineering approaches do not go into deep details about the rules: their atomicity, reuse, manners of combination in a service oriented environment, restrictions, distributed use, etc. but they are more generic models in the sense that they can describe a complete web application but not just adaptation rules.
Our presented model follows a component based approach and may use a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), in which each rule can be invoked from outside. Our solution is not binding to any SOA solution and can be implemented with different SOA approaches that provide service registry, lookup or security. There are other proposed service oriented architectures for e-learning that are not focused on the invocation of rules such as OKI [50] or KnowledgeTree [24] . OKI defines a set of common educational services and applications, and for each service defines a collection of web services to implement it. These web services can be invoked from other external sources in a distributed way. An educational system can be built using invocations to these different methods. For example, the assessment is one educational service, and one web service method is for the creation of an item. But OKI do not define any models for the description of rules, and the semantics of the web services are different to our model.
Finally, we follow a component-based architecture, as the atomic rules can be seen as independent components that can form bigger ones. As commented in [53] , "finding appropriate formal approaches for describing components, and the methods for component-based software construction, is correspondingly challenging".
Conclusion
This work presents a new model for the description of rules for adaptive software applications. The model establishes a set of rule properties (e.g. atomicity, compositionality according to 4 defined combinations or restrictions of these combinations) which imply a set of advantages such as reusability, interoperability or improvements in the authoring process.Some of these advantages are the same as from traditional software engineering but made stronger with the consideration of a service oriented Internet in which rules can be composed from different Internet sources according to the rule restrictions combinations. Some of these advantages have not only been analyzed in an analytic form, but they have also been confirmed for the adaptive e-learning area, with a survey to teachers and learning analytics experts. In addition, this survey also confirmed that our model also implies a set of advantages with respect to the traditional approach of codifying rules without any methodologies or with other traditional methodologies like UML flow diagrams. The proposal is fully illustrated with a real application we have developed in the context of the e-learning area using semantic web technologies. Specific implementations of the rules are presented with the N3 semantic web language for the adaptation of hints. The provided case study presents an evaluation of the feasibility of the proposed model for a typical type of e-learning system that generates adaptive hints. Many other software and web applications can also benefit from this model, such as elearning systems which follow the IMS-QTI or IMS-LD specifications.
The case study use adaptation rules that can be divided into many atomic parts. The most we can divide into adaptation parts, the more benefits the model presents.
As a future vision, the real implementation of different atomic rules might be in different repositories and could be accessible by anyone to form larger rules, with discovery or searching services. For each different software aspect, a list of complete atomic rules might be defined. Each software application would take the ones that would be required for their purposes. 
